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https://youtu.be/cDofgG-WyO8


It is stupid to try to 
predict the future in 
order to control the 
future….
The strategy needs to  
be one of capacity
not of probability. 

“

”

https://youtu.be/_qo8hh_Rb1k


Lessons worth learning
1. Relationships are a concrete asset with bottom line 

benefit

2. Resilience and capability sit at all levels of your 
organisation

3. Care and protection is a strategy not a programme



Relationships = high quality connections
1. Design for connection – structure, work design, 

supply chain models 

2. Capacity for connection – time, people, technology

3. Capability for connection – culture, age, skill



What is wellbeing?

Wellbeing is an individual’s ongoing state which enables a 
person to thrive or not.

It is universal, subjective, dynamic and holistic.



Wellbeing and work

Not all work is equal.





How can we leverage these lessons to 
improve the safety and wellbeing of people 
in our sector?



Legacy learning challenge
What have you learned about the capacity of your business over the last 10 
months?
- where did people love having “management” out of the way?
- where was management needed but missing?

How do you learn in your organisation?
- what makes learning hard? What makes learning go better?
- where does more effort go - understanding the problem or “fixing things”?
- How diverse are the information sources you learn from?

How much of the mental well-being “field” are you playing? 
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